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As the end of year quickly
approaches there are many
activities scheduled.
This year has been a fantastic
year so far. We are looking
forward to finishing this year
strong and maintaining the
excitement through the end of
the year. The teachers and
students
are
organising
a
‘Literacy Week’ in the week of
12th – 16th December to mark
the end of the year. A variety of
activities related to Christmas
has been planned for the
preschool and primary children.
The 10th graders are getting
prepared for the finals.
You can see from our Year in
pictures that pupils have been
involved in an incredible range
of
different
learning
experiences. We appreciate your
assistance
in
keeping
the
students on focused and on
track.

MEET THE TEACHER
Dear Parents
Please welcome the new faculty on board

ASWATHY
I am Aswathy S Varma and I hail from Kerala, India. I graduated from Osmania University, Hyderabad specializing
in Computer Science. I have a great passion for teaching and enjoy working with kids. Having worked in various
domains like teaching, technical support and retail, and being involved in hobbies of craft and dancing, I am able to
bring a rich flavour in my work with children. I look forward to a great time here with all the people of Buddhi.
PREETI
I am Preeti. I have joined Buddhi in the month of June 2016, to assist children with their inquiry based learning. I act
as a guide using questioning and discussion to stimulate student investigation and analysis of knowledge.
TASNIM GANDHI
Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself.
As far as I can remember I have always wanted to teach. As a child I taught other children in the family and in the
neighbourhood. While growing up I got an opportunity to work with and teach the homeless children living in the
streets of Kolkata. Today, I realize that I taught less but learned more from them. I have been teaching and learning
for more than two decades. Teachers are always students. joining Buddhis, I worked with Grade 9 and 10 students
of DPS, Sharjah. It was a fantastic learning experience which forced me to rediscover myself.
I believe in the words of Martin Luther King Jr. that, “The function of education is to teach one to think intensively
and to think critically. Intelligence plus character - that is the goal of true education.” As teachers we merely
facilitate the process of education and try to bring out the best in each and every child.

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Independence Day celebration at Buddhi School was filled with enthusiasm, zest, vigour, feelings of
patriotism and beautiful colours. The children were dressed in traditional attire. The celebration started
with the hoisting of our national flag by Ms Chitra Vishwanath, who has played a key role in designing and
building of this campus, followed by singing of the national anthem.
The programme started with gymnastics display by our primary
children, who showed their skills and expertise in various gymnastics
drills.
The junior and the senior primary put up an impressive show of
dance and vigour, filling up the entire atmosphere with cheerfulness
and exuberance, and also sang patriotic songs.
The middle school children put up an excellent fusion dance
performance and a skit on the life of a soldier, enthralling the
audience with their creativity. The song, ‘Heal the World’ the
need of the hour, was sung beautifully and impressed the parents
and other guests.
Ms Chitra Vishwanath inaugurated the new play area which has a
sand pit and other facilities for play. The parents and guests were
delighted to be part of the Independence Day celebration at
school. They also went around the school to have a look at the work done by the children.

ATHLETIC MEET
The Buddhi School Annual Athletic Meet -2016 held at Hessarghatta Campus had all the students participate with true spirit of
sportsmanship. The students were been divided in to 5 groups, with boys and girls separately.
Amongst the seniors, Daneesh won 3 gold medals, Aarav Kumar won, 2 silver and 1 bronze medal and Sanniya secured 2 gold and 1 silver
demonstrating their athletic ability.
In Junior Group-1 Boys category Aadith and Krishna secured 3 gold and 3 silver respectively. K. Rhea secured one gold and one silver and
Naynatara also one gold and one silver. Riya Shetty secured 2 bronze medals.
In Junior group-2 Girls section Yashodhara secured 2 gold, 1 bronze, Eeksha secured 2 silver and one gold medals. In Boys section
Adikishore secured 2 silver, 1 gold, Yaswin secured 2 gold.
In Sub Junior group-1 Aarav secured 3 gold medal and Ranveer secured 3 silver and Tanmaya secured 2 bronze medals in Boys category. In
Girls category Shikha secured 2 gold, Navya, secured 2 silver, 1 bronze, Urvi 2 bronze medals.
In Sub Junior Group-2 Anmol secured 2 gold, 1 silver, Eashan 2 silver, 1 bronze, Rudraksh secured 2 Bronze and 1gold.
The organisers had arranged lunch for all parents, participants and other staff. Parents were invited to distribute medals to all the winners.

DIWALI CELEBRATIONS
Deepawali or Diwali is certainly the biggest and the brightest of all Hindu festivals. It's the festival of lights (deep = light and avali= a
row i.e., a row of lights) that's marked by four days of celebration, which literally illumines the country with its brilliance, and dazzles
all with its joy.
Children of Buddhi, celebrated Diwali with devotion, enthusiasm and excitement. Weeks of preparing for this most looked forward to
festival; the school was tastefully decorated with hand-made lanterns, crackers, rangoli on CD and diyas. Children in colourful ethnic
clothes added charm to the atmosphere of the school. The children dressed up as different characters from the Ramayana enchanting
all. Various scenes from the life of Lord Rama were presented through the form of drama and dance. The senior children enlightened all
with little notes of why Diwali is celebrated.
Welcoming the festival of lights, staff of Buddhi lit lamps. The children chose the menu that day. Bhel was made for snacks and poori,
palak paneer, jeera rice and laddoo was made for lunch. It was a fun-filled day for all.

DODBALAPUR
Hi! My name is Snigdha. I would like to tell you about my experience at Dodbalapur. This might be the third time we
are going to Pegasus Camp in Dodbalapur, but the excitement never stops! So, let’s start right from the beginning. The
senior primary and junior middle school were the only ones traveling to Dodbalapur, together there only were 18 of
us along with our two teachers, Rupa and Aswathy Ma’am and of course Rathnama aunty.

DAY 1
It was about 2 ‘o’ clock in the afternoon on the 10th of Nov and the weather was pleasant. We all boarded the bus and began our journey. Our bus was like a
mad house, all of us munching on some snacks and singing along with the groovy music. I’m sure people outside were wondering what was wrong with us!
By the time we reached it was around 3:30PM ,and most of us feeling pumped, while some still feeling nauseous. We were guided to our tents and shortly
afterwards, were given some snacks and time to freshen and rest. We were told to assemble in a gazebo close to the entrance of the campus at 5:00 and so we
did. I thought we would have the same instructor as we did have last time, however we surprisingly had three new instructors, Karthik sir, Keerthi ma’am and
Anurima ma’am.
As usual we all had a small activity to get to know each other. Once this activity was done we were taken around the campus to see all the plants and vegetables
grown over there, Srinivas uncle one of the Pegasus staff showed us around. The next 15 minutes we had a discussion on what was so special today. Finally, we
concluded that the 10th of November was Tipu Sultan Jayanti the day where the people of Mysore celebrate his birthday. All of us gathered around a computer
to watch a small documentary on Tipu Sultan. Later on we had a 5-minute debate on a quote. Our activities were done by 7:00 which meant we had our own
time.
At 8:00 we all assemble at a bonfire next to our gazebo and did an activity called the gratitude circle. In this activity, we would thank anybody who helped us or
anyone who you think you should thank. Soon after the activity followed an amazing dinner. Eventually at headed back to our tents at 9 and slept a few hours
later.

DAY 2: Today our wakeup call was at 6:00and waking up so early was a big task. We all were curious to know what we were doing today as the
instructors said it was a surprise! So, we all hurriedly got ready and after a hearty breakfast, we walked to the gazebo, that wasn’t too far away from the
dining hall. Once all of us were settled in our places Karthik sir announced that we were heading to Nandi hills to see Tipu Sultan’s summer palace. Half
of the group were quite thrilled about the idea while the other half were somewhat disappointed because they had been to Nandi hills a couple of times
before.
Our bus started at 9:45 from the camp. The journey was long but we kept ourselves entertained by singing songs. You could tell that we were getting
closer to the top as we started ascending the hill. The curves got sharper, and every turn it felt like our bus would roll down the hill! When we came to
the parking lot, the only two things I noticed were MONKEYS and really small, cute puppies! WE first climbed up a small flight of stairs and went past a
sign board that said ‘Tipu Sultan Lodge’. On the way up we saw these small and big holes in the walls which were supposed to be for cannons and guns!
I assumed that the journey uphill was short but, we ended up taking half an hour to get up to this big, wide junction which consisted of 5-6 medium
sized restaurants and shops. All of us, totally exhausted had a glass of lemonade provided by the Pegasus camp. 15 minutes later we walked up into this
small place hidden behind the trees. Over there were few people digging a pit beside a fairly big tree most probably got from a nursery. Ramesh sir had
taken his time to come and teach us how to plant a tree. After we were done planting the tree we visited many places.


Tipu’s winter palace, a small palace on Nandi hills where Tipu would spend his summers.



Nehru Nilaya, a bungalow built by the British after Tipu’s death which also has been occupied by Jawaharlal Nehru for a few days.



Gandhi Nilaya, a bungalow where Gandhi ji stayed in for 66 days to cure his illness.



A small water tank where horse used to go to have some water (now empty)



Statue of Nandi made by the Cholla dynasty.



Temple next to the Nandi statue which is now closed.



Horse way, the path Tipu would use to come to the top of Nandi hills.



Secret escape route, a passage which Tipu would use to escape.



A temple made by the Cholla dynasty which also contains work made out of panchaloha (five metal alloy)


Tipu’s drop, an open area with small drops of the wall where prisoners were thrown down from.
After visiting Nandi hills, we all headed to the M. Visweswaraya Museum in Chickbalapur. This was a small museum about Visweswaraya’s achievements
like the Bharath Rathna. They were many photographs and awards displayed there. This museum was right next to the house he lived in!
By the time we came back it was 6:30 and we all assembled in the gazebo. Karthik Sir divided into three groups and told us that we would have to draw
whatever we liked on that day. We would have time until dinner and then we would present it at the bonfire. We all came back freshened up and started
to work on our drawings. After we were done we all went to the bonfire and presented our work which was later followed by dinner. That day we were
tired so we went to sleep earlier than the day before.

DAY 3
Today we
woke up at
6:30AM and
had a bath. At
8:00 we had
our breakfast
and by 9:15
we left the
camp, back to
Bangalore.
Some of them
were sad to
leave while
the others
weren’t.
To me, this
trip was
different from
the rest
,although I did
get tired. This
was an
educating trip,
but not so
fun…I learnt a
lot, however I
still did like
my previous
trip in
Pegasus.

bandipur
We started at 7:15am. We stopped at 10am for breakfast at Kamat Lokaruchi, on the
Mysore highway. We ate Dosa, idli and vada. After we finished, we got back into the bus and
headed for Bandipur.
When we arrived we ate lunch, there was chicken, rice, dal, salad. After we ate we played
dog and the bone and this game where 2 of us were deer, 3 were tigers and the rest formed
a barrier around the deer to try and stop the tigers from ‘eating’ them up.
A few of us went for a swim, Nikitha fell into the pool which was quite a funny sight while
Shaun explored the property to take pictures. We relaxed for a couple hours.At around 6:15
there was a bonfire, where our camp instructor told us a story about the nearby tribes.
After dinner, we all sat together and listened to music and played Uno till about 11.
In the morning Suhani woke us all up at 5 for the trek. We set out at 6:20am. We hiked up a
hill, where we sighted a variety of birds. Shaun stopped to take photos. This was a great
way to start the day. We returned to the campe feeling fresh and ready for the treasure
hunt which was organised by our camp instructors, Nikhil and Prithvi. The treasure hunt
lasted about an hour. Edha’s team won the treasure hunt. The hunt made us, a yummy meal
awaited us. After lunch we relaxed until it was time for the safari. At 5:30 we left for a
safari, we saw the silhouette of a peacock and 2 elephants. It got dark by 6:30. We stopped
to look at a lake for 5 minutes. After we came back we played TT and hopscotch, Dev and
Anushka were playing the guitar and singing. We ate dinner by 8:15. There was lasagne,
fish and salad. The hotel management arranged for bonfire next to the pool. After this we
sat outside one of our rooms, listened to music, and talked with each other.
The next morning some of us went for a trek early morning, the rest of us slept in till
around 8:30. We ate breakfast; there was toast, omelet and baconWe all got into the bus
and headed back to Bangalore. We stopped at Adiga’s. All the boys ate grilled cheese, the
girls ate Idli, grilled cheese and dosa. Suhani ate a butter paneer dosa which was
surprisingly good. We got into the bus and continued our journey back. 5 minutes after

leaving Adiga’s, we stopped at Dominoes/Café Coffee Day where some people got off to
go to the restroom and buy water. At around 5pm a lot of mothers called asking where
we were, and what time we would reach. We reached at around 5:45.
– Nikita and Mahek
By Nikhil & Mehak.

FITNESS IN A FUN WAY..

OUR VERY OWN ART GALLERY

Zumba and aerobics is a great way to

PICTURES SPEAK A THOUSAND WORDS

exercise, something the children relate
to. The primary and middle school have a
great time, the class is lively and energy

Art in India is a living example of diversity of its cultural fabric. Arts will enrich

pact.

the lives of our young citizens through their life time, not merely during their
school years. An understanding of the arts of the country will give our youth the
ability to appreciate the richness and variety of artistic traditions as well as
make them liberal, creative thinkers and good citizens of the nation.
The middle and high school was exposed to painting on the walls using black
acrylic paint. Some of the children painted beautiful animals like the tiger and
horse which have been framed and can be seen displayed on the walls of
Buddhi. The primary children learnt the techniques of glass painting and
painting on a canvas. The pre-schoolers did simple crafts which were theme
based (Diwali).

APPLIED LEARNING
An educational initiative that brings the focus on to Hands on Learning based on a framework the helps children explore concepts using
activities. Math and various topics related to Mathematics can be difficult to perceive and understand without involving both mental and
physical activity. In active learning children have the ownership of the ideas, helping them explore and investigate beyond the plan. The
idea being, learning is always progressive and nothing should stop a child from doing more than what's just required.
This also helps in developing group dynamics where children work in groups and facilitate the learning amongst them. The educators
provide the necessary environment and the continued guidance and act as catalysts for this learning process. When Math learning is Fun,
the "Fun"damentals are no longer ambiguous and when they get embedded into their learning so deep, rote learning pretty much
eliminates itself from the system.
We encourage children to switch teams so that they learn about working with all their peers and accept everyone for their individuality
and uniqueness.
The senior primary and middle school made their first motor.
The children were thrilled with the process of how the motor works and learning the different parts of it through hands-on.

PLAY
Ever since the play area has been inaugurated, children have been making good use of it. There is so much
learning and discovery that happens in this area.
Sand in itself is very soothing and a fantastic medium to develop fine motor skill in young children.
The older children were thrilled at attempting to create a volcanic scene using sand and water.

The activity centre is well-stocked with various board games like: Pictionary, Scrabble, Chess, and Carom.
Children get to play with one another, which builds team spirit and competition in a small way. Children
learn to accept failure and enjoy a win.

THE WINNER TAKES IT ALL…
We, at Buddhi are proud to share the success of our two young achievers. Congratulations to Sania and Danesh
for making us and their families proud! They both are budding stars and well on their way to winning accolades
in their respective sport professions! Sania has been successfully competing at the national and international
tennis circuit and Danesh is similarly competing at the Go-Karting national circuit. Both have had a very
successful year and we couldn't be happier for them. Keep it up Sania and Danesh, we are rooting for you all the
way!

from the office:
It is hard to believe that the end of the school year has arrived! 10 months have passed very quickly!
The year’s end always brings with it a tremendous sense of accomplishment. So many things have been
accomplished this year! – Our students have been involved in an extraordinary number of activities. Of course, we
should not forget the tremendous amount of learning which has taken place during the year. Throughout all of
these activities our students have demonstrated great character!
We know that many of you will visit staff members at the school in the second week of December, that is, 12th to
16th, during our Literacy Week, so please remember to make an appointment if you wish to discuss your child’s
learning. Our teachers can then make time accordingly.
We are launching our Saturday Triveni program from the new calendar year in January 2017 for children aged
10 and above. With activities such as Photography, Fun Fitness, Instrumental music and Hindi language classes
Saturday morning will now be a whole lot of fun for our students. Please get back with your responses before the
school closes for vacations. School buses will run on Saturdays as usual to ferry students from and to home.
We are coming up with our stage production at the end of the term in the last week of March 2017. Block your
calendars so you don’t miss this exciting show!
HOLIDAYS AND IMPORTANT DATES:
12th to 16th December – Literacy week
16th December – last working day/ CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS
12th TO 16TH December – portfolio viewing

